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FinaLly~ the sheer volume ot workinvoZved in planning and
implementing a major interchange is noted and a cautionary
warning on over commitment of resources g'iven"

Passengers at ToombuZ showed a marked distaste for transf'erring~
both by changing their trave l patterns and by the'ir answers
to the att'i tudinal study ~ and the need for such matters to
be considered when planning interchange operations -is

discussed,

The cornerstone of Interchange acceptance is the reliability
with which a passenger can guarantee to make a planned
connection from one bus to another and problems experienced
in this area together with corrective measures taken are
then described.

This paper traces the early studies which ascertained that
an interchange should be establ'ished at Toombul and then
describes the -investigations that were undertaken to
determine routes and frequencies of feeder and trunk buses
to best suit the users~ nconeZy the passengers"

Many papers have concerned themselves with the theoreticaL
aspects of interchange operation or have reported on
attitudinal studies carried out on patrons following
introduction of such f'aeil,ities"

In November 1980 the Brisbane City CounciL Department
of' Transportintrodueed what was~ for it~ a major
innovation in -its operations~ ncunely the Toombul
Shoppingtown Buso-Bus Interchange"

There ls~ however~ a paucity oj recordedinj'ormation on
the trials ~ tribulat ions and experiences of the practical
running problems experienced by the operator"
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BUS-BUS INTERCHANGE, rOOMBUI SHOPPINGrOWN, BRISBANE

INTRODUCTION

On Monday, 3r'd November, 1980, the Brisbane City Council's
Department of Transport commenced operation of a bus-bus interchange
at roombul Shoppingtown, which is located approximately 9 kilometres
north-east of the city centre as shown in Figure 1.

The intr'oduction of this inter'change represented a major
departure from the style of bus operations previously employed by
the Council.

This paper initially descr'ibes investigations and
considerations into location of the interchange; research into
patronage and service levels; planning of the new services; layout
and operation of the interchange and publ ici ty involved in the
introduction of the new system..

Since the opening of the interchange its performance and
operation have been kept under constant surveillance. The latter
part of the paper' descr'ibes the experiences, both good and bad,
encountered and measures taken to improve performance and assist
user acceptance of the inter'change.

EARLY INVESTIGATIONS

In 1974 a committee of officer's from Brisbane City Council
and relevant State Government Departments was established to
investigate co·ordination of public transport in various ,areas of
Brisbane.

In September' 1974 this role was taken over by the newly
constituted Metropolitan Transit Pr'oject Board (later to become
the Metl:opolitan rr'ansit Authority) who had the r'esponsibility for
fOl:mulating a suitable pr'ogramme framework for Urban Public Transport.

One of the early pl:ojects approved fOl: funding was a Bus-Bus
Pilot Demonstr'ation Programme.

Val:'ious sites fOl:' an interchange were considered around
Bl:isbane, including some where pr'ivate bus operators would be
providing part of the IIfeederl! se:J::vice to the interchange station
and others that had the potential for rail to provide the line
haul, or 11 trunk" , service.
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the site should be at least 6 kilometres f:t'om
the C. B"D. A site at least this distance from
the C. B. D. was considered necessary if any
t:t::avel time savings weJ:'e to accrue to bus riders
and that these time savings would be both usable
and noticeable.
the interchange point should be a regional node
where a number of passenger's would choose to
terminate, their journey.
the interchange point should be accessible to
the C" B" D. via one Ol:' more high fl:'equency trunk
x'outes.

lack of an integrated ticketing system which
would permit transfer between modes without
penalty;
lack of peak l:ai1 capacity;
the need fOl: faster trains to achieve significant
time savings;
the fact that bus-bus had better' off-peak
opel:'ation.

(i)

(if)

(Hi)

( i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

"Introduce a bus-bus demonstl:'ation pl:'oject fOl: a trial
period. rhe demonstJ:'ation would include sel:vice and
new feeder' J:'oute expel:'iments and would be aimed at
attr'acting increased bus ridership in the al:'ea.1I

Eventually Ioombul Shoppingtown was chosen as the site to
be investigated as to the worth or' otherwise of a BUS-Bus
Demonstration Pt'oject and the consultancy firm, p.G.. Pak-Poy &
Associates Pty" Ltd. were l:'etained to investigate and make
l:'ecommendations on the Pl:oject.

Some of the factors taken into account in the location
decision process were:-

In 1979 a final l:ep0l:'t (Pak Pay 1979) was submitted to the
Metropolitan Il:ansit Authority, the major recommendation being:_

At this stage it should also be recorded that Toombu1 was
also a strong contender' fot, bus-rail interchanging but it was
considered that thel:e was:-

rherefor'e consideration of a bus-'rai1 system was seen as an
app.c'opriate longer tel:m solution which could be extended from the
initial bus-bus interchange •. should that prove successful"



On every bus all passengers were interviewed to establish:-

AVENT & SEE

for inbound buses _ passengers boarding BUS srop
and alighting ZONE;

for outbound buses ,- passengers boarding ZONE and
alighting BUS STOP"

point of origin, usually place of residence or

employment;
Bus Stop at which passenger boa:t:'ded;
Bus Stop at which passenger alighted;
Destination of passenger, usually place of
:t:esidence aI:' employment.

CH)

(i)

Answers received to questions (ii) and (iii) were then
compiled to form a matrix which showed:-

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(i)

Detailed data collection commenced in March 1979 on the

sho'WO. in Figut'e 2.
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Ihis information was used to determine the appropriate level
of service between the Inter'change point and the C" B" D. Because
inbound passengers destinations wel'e allocated by zones it was a
relatively easy matteI:' to nominate, for each inbound bus on the
proposed feedeI:' routes, the break-up of passengel's by destination
zone. FI:'om this break-up passengers travelling to the C. B"D" could
be allotted to expIess buses and those with destination between the
Interchange point and the C" B.D. could be allotted to "all-stops"

line-haul buses.

as When all the tlavel information was collated broad decisions
on routes to be included in the Interchange could be made.

Assessment of this infoI:mation resulted in the Hendra Routes
62, 63 and Wavell Heights Route 40 services being passed over fOl
consideration in planning for the Interchange because:-

nt

an

(i) rhe objective with the Hendra service was to seek
to rationalise this service as it operated in an
area served by other routes and it was considered
that rationalisation be deferI'ed to a later date;

and
(ii) The Wavell Heights Route 40 SeI:vice was on the

westel'U periphery of the aI:'ea being l'eviewed and
from the data collect~d it was apparent that a significant number of
passengers had destinations in areas which could not be I:'eadily
reached from a bus-bus interchange point at Toombul.
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a service level for the feeder routes of at least
the same frequency as applied on the direct City
sexvice but vmet'e possible service levels to be

improved;
t:ransfer times to be kept to a miniImlm but not
less than five minutes;
through~running buses to be allocated to :routes
which brought down the most passengers and to be
shared over the feeder routes as evenly as
possible;
that peak hour services operate as near as is
practicable to present times;
the trunk se:rvices via Sandgate Road and Ascot
to retain the timetables which applied to those

routes.

(v)

(iv)

(iii)

( ii)

( i)

On the Interchange to C.B"D. "trunk" route sixteen (16)
inbound express tr'ips were provided between 6,,30 a.m" and 9.30 a"m.
with the aim of decreasing tr'avel time for' passengers. This was
considered necessary as it was expected that there would be some
resistance to having to transfer between buses at the Interchange
as has been :reported by Phi1brick (1977), MacDona1d (1980) and

Sullivan (1980) amongst others ..

With the development of the schedule for' the Interchange,
all feeder routes (except the Chermside Cross-Country Service)
obtained services of greater frequency. In some cases there was a
dr'amatic increase in the number of bus trips per day (for instance
parts of Banyo had an increase of trips pel:' day from 14 to 24)
whilst other areas only saw an incr'ease of 2 trips per day.

Whether such increased levels of service could be justified
will only be shown by the passage of time. It was, however, thought
impor'tant to give the inter'change every opportunity to succeed by
erring on the generous side if thel:'e was any doubt.

Increases of the 1ine~hau1 trunk service Route 171 along
Sandgate Road were made to cater for passengers transferr'ing from
feedet' buses to the "all stops" 171 buses to alight between the
Interchange and the C. B" D, and also for passengers who boarded between

the Intel:'change and the C" B" D"

Ihese policy const:raints emanated from the desire to minimise
the trauma for passengers by providing a basic service reasonably
approximating that which existed before the interchange"

The :resultant route pattern adopted £0:1:' the Inte:rchange
ope:rations is shown in Figures 3 (Feeder Routes) and 4 (Trunk Routes)"

With the decision made on I:'Dutes to be included in the
Interchange, detailed scheduling within certain constraints could
commence" rhese constraints included:-

)
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THE INIERCHANGE

BUS-BUS INIERCHANGE, IOOMBUl SHOPPINCIOWN, BRISBANE

an Interchange is located at a node where
significant numbers of passengers may wish to
terminate or commence their jour.ney;
pr'ivate enterpr'ise is aware of the potential
incre.3.se in retail sales if r'esidents in the
catchment area of the retail centr'e have access
to that centre on bus services which are both
reliable and frequent;
the public transport operator is freed of making
capital investment on Interchange facilities,
there is greater opportunity to improve feeder
services to the node which fur ther enhances the
attractiveness to the Centre pr'oprietor providing
the Interchange facility,

( i)

(H)

(Ui)

Boarding passenge"t's exper ienced no change in travel time
compar'ed with operations before the Interchange but those transfer'l:'ing
.and alighting were subje.cted to the five (5) minutes transfer time
additional to their" earlier journey"

It was calculated that the proposed schedule would result
in a saving of ten (10) buses in the A"M" Peak and four (4) buses
in the P.M. Peak even though the number of trips provided on services
in the area has increased from 1493 trips per week to 1758 trips per
week, an increase of nearly 18%" As the P,M" Peak is the Department
of Transpor t I S gl:'eater peak the effective saving of buses was four
(4) buses" Furthermore six (6) Monday to Friday runs would be saved
resulting in a reduction of seven (7) in the number of bus drivers
required to operate at light Street Depot.

rhe actual Inter'change facility is located in the Ioombul
Shoppingtown complex just off the major ar'terial road, Sandgate
Road. The facility was built by the proprietors of the Shoppingtown
at no cost to the Brisbane City Council and is maintained by the
proprietors. rhe fact that the facility was built by the Centre
reveals the mutual benefit which can be obtained when:-

Ihe layout of the Interchange, which has space for ten (10)
buses as shown in Figure 5, was designed to minimise walking for
the greatest riumber of passengers; i"e., zones were allocated to
the feeder' routes aceor'ding to the anticipated daily loadings, the
route with the highest expected loading being located adjacent to
the main line-haul zone" rhe feeder route with the lowest number
of expected passengers was located fur'thest fr'om the main line-haul
zone. A further area capable of holding three (3) buses is also
allocated fOl:' storing buses which are not in service.

-----------.......
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because of the distance between the office and
Zone A the despatcher is unable to read the
destination blind and run number' infotmation;
because of the geometry of the main platform the
despatcher can have problems observing the a:rrival
of buses at the Zone A stop;
the despatcher's office was cDnstructed with a
solid II r 'earl! wall which prevented him from seeing
buses arriving from 'behind' him. Thus, he was
unable to see bus tun numbers Dr destination of
those buses"

( i)

( ii)

(fii)

Ihis problem is being rectified by insertion of a ~indow in
the rear wall..

With the concentration Df the Department's bus services at
the Ioombul Interchange, it was obvious that economies could be
gained if a meal room was pr'ovided at the Interchange" Again, this
facility was included in the infrastructure which the ptoprietor's
of roombul Shoppingtown had constt'Ucted. Consequently, the B:l:'isbane
City Council was able to achieve these fur'ther economies by
eliminating the need for bus drivers to retur'n all the way to their
base depot at I ight Street Depot near the C" B, D" to have a meal. It
was calculated that a minitm.lm of eight hours per day has been saved
owing to this facility because paid travelling time does not have to
be r'ostered into daily work shifts"

These ptoblems have highlighted ope:r:ational r'equirements not
previously fully appr'eciated and are to be kept well in mind in
future interchange designs.

At the head of each zone a system of lights have been
provided to enable the Despatcher' on duty to control depar'tures
of buses" Ihe lights ar'e cont:t'Olled fr'om the Despatcher's office
and are used to assist him in ensuring successful co-ordination
of buses. rhe system is simply a red and gr'een light activated
as required. In addition each zone has a P.A. loudspeaker
installed through which the Despatcher can direct instructions
to the bus driver and cornnunicate to passenge:J::'s on-board buses and
at stops"

Minor operational problems have been experienced because
of the location and design of the despatcher's office, the
pr incipal ones being:.·
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PUBLICITY

The introduction of a Bus-Bus Interchange at roombul
Shoppingtown l:'epresented a majoI:' change to both cormrruters and running
staff. The Council's bus system was radially oriented toward the
C. B. D" and had evolved from- the days when the C" B" D,. was the major
focus for' Brisbane's population which was r'eflected in the route
structure of the t:['am routes which since have been :replaced by buses.
Consequently, riders who were using the system we:t:e accustomed to
t"oute structures, ticketing arrangements and schedules which had
been established for many years. Io make the transition easier for
these users and to inform potential riders of the new system a majol:
publ icity pl:'Ogl:'amme was undel:'taken.

Radio advel:,tisements were placed on a numbel: of Brisbane
l:'adio stations pal:ticularly those which had strong listening audiences
in the north-east suburbs. rhe emphaSis of these advertisements was
on increased sel:vice frequencies and access. Also listeners were
advised to obtain publicity matel:ial explaining the new Toombul bus
connection. An inducement to read this material was a lucky number
on each brochure which offered prizes donated by roombul Shoppingtown
if the winning numbel:' was held. Publicity material for the proposed
Intel:'change was distributed to l:'esidents and bus ridel:s in the al:'ea.
FOl:'ty-eight thousand brochures wel:'e distributed to householders in
the l:'egion by Toombul Shoppingtown and all bus riders on buses
operating in the region were given brochul:'es on the proposed system.
rhe material was also made readily available at Council libral:ies
and Alderman's ward offices, the Department's Mobile Infol:mation
Centre was stationed in the aI:'ea during the period of transition and
the new system was given publicity in Brisbane's major' daily newspaper
and the local suburban newspaper. The Council's weekly television
programme 'City Report' also featul:ed the Interchange system.

rhe second, and equally important 'training' aspect was that
the running staff operating and supervising the system had to be
educated as to how it worked and to be motivated towal:d ensuring the
successful implementation of the bus··bus Interchange.

ro simplify the operation, initially some tl:'ansfel: was
permitted on selected buses which used the Inter'change tel:minal
when it had been completed but before the official "full scalel!
system was commenced. rhis had the advantage of allowing bus dl:'ivers
and supervisory staff to become familial:' with the layout and style
of opel:ation, priol:' to the second and final stage when all l:outes
involved would be opel:'ating at the Interchange, and also get regulal:
passengers used to using the transfer capabilities of the inter'change.
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Ihe final stage of training involved issuing each staff
member' with a hand-book containing all details of the system, such
as routes, destination signs, transfer ar'rangements etc.

The Union were also kept fully involved, from formulation
of running times to actual Inter'change operation, and this assisted
considerably in the smooth running that occurred.

IICKErING

It is considered that a basic requirement of an Interchange
is that transfer should not involve the user' paying any more for the
journey than llpre-interchange".

Unless expensive electr'onic machinery is to be :requil:ed it
is necessary fCl:; the system to suit a simple manual operation"

In July 1980 the Council introduced a zonal fare system which
assisted in the handling of the intricate requirements of a transfer
system with a reasonable degree of efficiency"

Ihere are, however, still considerable limitations in the
ticketing system which limit "transfer without penalty" opportunity
and introduction of a new system has been the subject of negotiations
between the Br'isbane City Council, Metr'opolitan Transit Authority and
Queensland Railways for some considerable time. It is to be hoped
that a system satisfactory to all parties can soon be agreed on and
introduced to enable maximum potential of such interchanges to be
realised"

PERFORMANCE

Running Times And Reliability

Prior to the introduction of the Interchange surveys were
carried out to determine estimated trip times for each route and
were used to formulate proposed schedules which, to a large extent,
would determine the efficiency with which the operation performed.

In practice this method proved generally satisfactor'y and
for the Express routes, Wavell Heights Route 42 and Nudgee/Vir'ginia
Route 26 Services there has been no need to make subsequent
adjustments to the allowed r'unning time. Table 1 below shows the
level of r'eliability achieved in the first two weeks of operation.
For the purpose of this exercise a bus was classed as late if it
arrived more than three (.3) minutes late"
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aff
l, such Reliability of Arrival Times Compared with Scheduled Times

rhe affected services wer'e generally adjusted to leave the
outer terminus about five (5) minutes earlier which preserved the
desil:'ed connections at the Interchange whilst not upsetting passengers
by occasioning too great a variation from the original bus times. It
was felt that passengers would not be adversely distur'bed if timetable
variations were restricted to five (5) minutes or less. Duhs and
Gibbings (1973) claim travel patterns are not affected where trip
time altel:'ations are not greateI' than five (5) minutes"

Subsequent checks of these buses have not shown any loss
of pat:ronage and in fact have revealed on these trips an increase in
patronage. Whilst it is possible there al:e a numbe:r of facto:rs which
have caused this I:'esu1t it is contested that the improved reliability
of the amended services could be contI:'ibuting to this increase. An
attitudinal survey conducted amongst bus users in October 1981,
revealed that only 10% of respondents thought buseS wer'e I:'arely or
neveI' on time. A r'emarkable response when reliability is so crucial
to a successful Interchange system and any missed connection for
whatever' reason detracts from a reputation for' I'eliability.

Other routes generally operated satisfactorily but were
found to be less reliable at vaI:'ious times of the day. In all
but one instance, which is detailed later, these services have
been able to be modified and very few buses now run late. One
particulax'ly interesting pl:'oblem occurred on the sandgate and
ZillmeI'e feeder :routes which basically recorded on-time arrivals
at the Interchange but had a particular period when late running
occurr'ed. On these routes the late·-running was confined to the
A.M" peak and in pa:rticular to those buses lIthrough-running

'1
to

the City as ExpI:'ess buses. rhis seemed to show on the par't of the
passengers a resistance to physically change vehicles as passengers
were showing an obvious preference to travel on buses which are
through-running. (rhis is discussed in more detail later).
Consequently these particular buses were attracting patronage higher
than the avel:age for these routes during the morning peak and were
therefore taking longer to :reach the Interchange than was anticipated

due to increased loading times.

95%
98.5%
93%
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Unfortunately, when the Interchange schedules wer'e developed
the consequences of not taking full cognizance of such aspects
affecting reliability, as detailed by Sullivan (1980), were not
fully appreciated and the continuing problem does not help with the
users confidence in the system. This is especially so because the
time of day when the problem occurs is when riders are casual r'ather
than regular user's of the system and the risk of missed connections
adds to the anxiety experienced by such users.

BUS-BUS INTERCHANGE, rOOMBUl SHOPPINGrOWN, BRISBANE

Ihe one problem to which a solution has not yet been found
involves the main trunk-haul all-stops service, roombul Route 171,
which has consistently run late outbound, particular1y between
11,,00 aern" and 2".30 p.m. Close scrutiny of this pt'oblem did not
disclose any inadequacy in the running time but what became apparent
was that buses were arriving late at Salisbury, the southern terminus
of the roombul 171 route. layover time was generally only about
four (4) minutes and therefore buses were leaving Salisbury late to
:return to Toombul Interchange. Ihis situation is compounded if a
bus has to be held at roombul Interchange should a feeder' bus he
running late because late departure from Toombul will mean a late
arrival at Salisbury. Consequently, without adequate recovery time
to cushion these effects late-running will reverber'ate through the
system.

Patronage

Although efficient schedules and reliability of service are
important facets of a public transport operation as fal:' as the
oper'ator is concerned the most crucial indicator' nnlst be public
acceptance and use of the serVice. Much literature on bus-bus
transfer systems emphasises how pat:ronage has been attracted to
such systems because of increased availability of access and incr'eased
fI:'equencies. ~-lith the Toombul exper'ience patronage levels have not,
at this stage, increased but an apparent slowing of the patronage
decline compared to the whole system has been recorded as indicated
in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Variations in Population and Average Daily Weekday Patronage
October 1980 to August 1981

Po-nu1atio~ Patrona'"'e
Brisbane City Area -0.014%
B"C"C. 'r:t:ansport rotal System ·-5.713%
roombul Interchange Catchment -3%
Ioombul Interchange Bus Routes -5.14%

--
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* Indicates Buses which through-run ltpost-roombul"

Passenger Resistance to Transfer
Wavell Heights Route 42

Not only did 48'/0 of survey respondents (who listed a dislike)
nominate 'the need to transfer'! as their most disliked feature of the
Interchange but passengers with the choice of 'through-running' or
I tex'minating feedel:! buses have shown a marked pl:'eference fo:[' those
'through-running', as illustr'ated in Table 3 which shows, for
comparable morning peak tl:'ips "beforeand after ll Toombul, the
percentage of the total inbound morning patronage carl:'ied on each bus"

rABLE 3

rhis ':resistance to transfer', mentioned ea1:1ier in the paper
as having been a significant factol:' in Interchange operations according
to some autho1:'s, has shown itself clea1:1y at Toombul"

Transfer and Passenger Reaction

Apax't from specific questions respondents were also asked
to list those featuI'es of the interchange that they most liked and

disliked.

However politically popular or tx'endy Interchanges may be
it must be realised that they are not all "good". For the passengers
the basic requir'ement of an Interchange, namely the necessity to
transfer from one bus to another, and the hassle and worry of
co-ordination is a major cause of worry and dislike, particular:ly if
they did not have to do so befoxe the Inter'change operated,

Improved access, convenience and increased bus frequency
were listed by 66% of xespondents as the features they liked best..

AWN! & SEE

Respondents were asked to comment on various aspects
associated with the Interchange and the great majority of responses
indicated an awaxeness and positive reaction to the benefits
available from the system.

rhe compar'ative 'lincrease!! in Ioombul patronage compared
with total patr'onage figures could, to some extent, be because of
the incx'eased accessibility benefits which, from an attitudinal
survey conducted in October 1981 amongst user's of the roombu1 Bus
Bus Interch,ange system, are well appreciated by patrons.

- IBEFORE rOOMBUL OPENED AFTER rOOMBUL OPENED

rrip Passenger % of A.M, Passenger % of A,M" Variation

rime Load Total - Load Total

7"Hp', 22 16,,2 42 33.1 + 16,,9%

7" 23 21 15.4 8 6.3 ,. 9,1%

7.38* 27 19" 9 ii=± 26.8 + 6.9%

7.46 23 16.9 9,4 - 7.57,

8,00* -- 43 31.6 31 24.4 - 7" 2%

136 100.0 127 100.0 ----
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journey time by tr'avelling on an earlier' bus
necessary,

For example lee ,and Dalvi (1969) do not impose any
weighting for walking or waiting time compared with in-vehicle
time whereas Pak Pay (1979) imposed a weighting of "times two"
(x 2) for transfer time.

Travel Time SaVings

It seems passengers are revealing a prefer'ence to incur
a travel penalty of eight (8) and thirteen (13) minutes rather
than the inconvenience of changing buses in a five (5) minutes
transfer period. rhe assumption is that passengers are valuing
transfer time at something greater than L 6 times the equivalent
jour'ney time for the eight (8) minutes tr'ip shift and 2.6 times
for the thirteen (13) minutes trip shift.

rhe above observation adds weight to the claims in the
liter'ature on the different values placed by users on the different
components of travel time. A br ief description of the conclusion
of some writers is outlined below together' with a rable showing the
total savings in travel time accruing to bus passengers in the
mor'uing peak"

If it is assumed that passengers previously travelled on
the bus which delivered them to their destination of the most
suitable time, then, to avoid the need to transfer passengers
must travel on an earlier bus because the time savings achieved
do not guarantee on time arrival if a later bus is caught.

From this there would appear to be considerable r'esistance
to changing buses especially when it is realised that similar
tr'avel time savings are achieved by all five new trips compared
with the "pre-Interchange" C" B"D, or'iented trips. (In fact the
best time saving is 13 minutes on the 7,,46 a"m" trip which is
serviced by a "terminating feederH ).

In the case of a move from the 7,,46 a"m" to the 7.38 a"m;
bus an increase in journey time of eight (8) minutes has occurred
and a shift from the 7.23 a"m" to the 7,10 a"m" bus results in a
thirteen (13) minutes increase.

Fur'thermore, Duhs and Gibbings (1973) assert that a change
of up to five (5) minutes in trip time does not affect a passengers
decision to use public transport wher'eas changes greater than that
do" rhis then raises the parallel question of "what is a worthwhile
time saving?" (George and Shorey 1978)"
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I t is contended that, if variations in trip times of less
than five (5) minutes are not considered significant then,
similarly, travel savings of less than five (5) minutes could also

be consider'ed not significant.

As an exercise therefore calculations have been car'ried
out using all three methods, namely:-

Column 1 _ lee and Dalvi method -, all travel components carry the

same weighting"
column 2 _ P,ak Poy method _ transfer time component counts lIdouble"

in-vehicle time,
Column 3 _ Adjusted rime method ,- travel differ'ences of less than

five (5) minutes are not conside:r'ed and using Pak Poy
weighting for transfer time.

Ibe results of these calculations are shown in rable 4"

TABLE 4

Travel Time Savings (passenger minute~)

(1) (2) (3)

Adjusted

lee & Dalvi Pak Poy rime

Route Method Method Savinl"s

Nor'thgate East 565 285 285

Nudgee/Virginia 354 84 174

Sandgate 1193 713 703

Wavell Heights 248 85 158

Zillme:re 1222 872 808

1---- --
rotal 3582 2039 2128

From this it can be seen that, even when weighting of
transfer time is imposed, there have been considerable overall
time savings by introduction of the Interchange.

CONCLUSIONS

As is unfortunately often the case in the Planning and
Research field, ther'e are few practical papers available describing
actual 'in field' results following introduction of well documented
theoretical ideas, pa:rticularly papers dealing with oper'ational

findings.

Ihis has made comparisons with other' such pro.jects very

difficul t.
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It is apparent, however, that the results of the introduction
of the roombul Bus-Bus Interchange, particularly as far as resour'ce
savings and patronage have not been as dramatic as has been claimed
in other centres such as New Delhi (Shar'ma) and Edmonton (Sullivan
1980) respectively"

fhis is put down to the fact that, because roombul was the
first such major innovation in a system that had been operating for
many years, a policy decision was made to adhere as closely as
possible to existing times and r'outes and hence minimise passenger
disruption..

As a result a less than optimal system was no doubt
introduced but one which had minimum adverse affect on the tr'avelling
public and the results have been encour'aging enough to encourage
detailed investigation of further bus-bus interchanges"

Since the opening of the foombu1 Bus-Bus Interchange, in
November 1980, we have seen the commencement of operation in April
1981 of a major joint venture, between Br'isbane City Council,
Queensland Railways and the Metropolitan fransit Authority, namely
the bus-bus, bus-train Interchange at Enoggera"

Planning is also well advanced towards a bus-bus inter'change
at rhe Gap, about 10 km west of the C.B.D" and investigations are
proceeding on further' interchanges at Indoor'oopilly and Garden City"

fhe exper'ience gained with the int:t'oduction of the Toombul
Interchange proved invaluable in successful implementation of the
Enoggera Interchange and it is to be hoped that lessons learned from
these two oper'ations will be put to good use in those to come.

Whilst the patr'onage level at foombul has not increased, the
r'ate of loss is less than that of the total B" Co, C" oper'ations and it
is anticipated that, with time, the higher fr'equency of services and
greater availability of destinations, through inter'changing, will
eventually r'esult in increased r'idership" This will particularly be
so if an improved ticketing and" fares system can be introduced,

fhis potential is par'ticularly appar'ent fI:'om the Sandgate
service which has shown an increase in ridership of 21% with a service
increase of 20% during the period of comparison. It might be that for
the other' routes which have been established for about thirty years
the old maxim "you can I t teach an old dog new tricks" might explain
the reluctance to adapt to a new system in spite of the obvious
benefits.

Sullivan (1980) "advises" that an inu'oduction rate of one
interchange point a year can be considered a Itypical rate of
progress •• This has been borne out by our experiences in the last
twelve mrinths, where:-
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If I had to select one major finding from our experience
of roombul Bus-Bus Interchange (since r'einforced by our Enogger'a
Interchange experience) it must be that:-
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introduction of both roombul and Enogger'a
Interchanges within 6 months has imposed an
almost unwor'kable burden on staff resources;
it is only after nearly twelve months that the
'fine tuning' of the roombul system that the
desired service r'eliability is being achieved
and standar'd five minutes tr'ansfer' times are
fairly consistently being provided"

With a given level of resources a far
superior service, in terms of frequency
and accessibility. can be provided with
the Interchange concept than that
provided with the traditiona~ C.B.D.
oriented radial service.
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